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RUNNING
OUT
OF TIME
Missing the
Time Limit to
File a Grie
vance
Griev
Louie Lang comes up to his steward
and says, “Jose, I was just going over my
pay stubs and realized that I didn’t get
paid for my overtime.”
“Is this last week’s pay you were
short on?” asks Jose.
“No, it was from about three weeks
ago. I know the contract says we’re
supposed to file a grievance within 5
days, but I didn’t check my pay back
then. Can I still file a grievance?”
Hester Prim says to her steward,
“It’s not right that Michelle was awarded
the job for claims adjuster. She has less
time than I do.”

mind. I want to file a griev- days of knowing that a grievance existed.”
ance.”
Of course there are contracts that have no
time limit on when the first step can be
Beatrice says, “I’ll look filed.
into it but it’s been over a
month since the job was awarded.”
The common sense rule is that a grievance should be filed in the first step when
Peter Procrastinator, the second the UNION becomes aware that a grievshift steward, runs up to the Chief Steward ance exists. This is different than saying
during shift change. “You know that griev- that a grievance must be filed when an
ance about job rates that was going into EMPLOYEE knows it exists.
second step? Well I have been real busy
with my kids and I forgot to put it in.”
The UNION refers to a steward or
officer of the union, that is, someone who
“When was it supposed to be put in?” is more familiar with the contract than
most employees. So in many cases, the
“Yesterday. Think the company will clock doesn’t start ticking until it can be
refuse to take it? People will be real mad shown that the UNION was aware of the
at the union if we lose this one.”
problem.

When does a first step
grievance have to be
filed?

Does that mean that Hester Prim has
a good case, even though a month has
gone by since the job bid was awarded?
Not necessarily. A lot will depend on how,
Beatrice asks, “Did you bid on the
Many UE contracts have language that if ever, similar cases have been handled in
job? I don’t remember seeing your name.”
says the union must file a grievance as the past. In this case it was very clear
“Yes, I did, but when they awarded soon as it knows a grievance exists. Some that she was not awarded the job bid,
the job to her I told them that I didn’t contracts put time limits on the first step,
want the job, but now I’ve changed my “The union must file a grievance within 10
(continued on back)

(continued from front)

In this situation Peter had better file
the
grievance
right away. Much will deeven though she was the senior bidder.
The employer didn’t sneak something by pend on the past practice that exists about
her, they did it out in the open. There are extending deadlines for submitting grievtwo other things going against her. She ances to the next step. If the past practice
told the employer that she didn’t want the that exists is that the employer “agrees” to
job. This is just about the same as saying, “I extend the deadline, then Peter may be in
trouble because there was no agreement
don’t want to file a grievance.”
to extend the deadline on this grievance.
The other point against her is the Even if the practice about missing deadamount of time that has gone by. If she lines is very loose and not followed by
decided to change her mind within a day or either the employer or the Union, Peter
so of not being awarded the job it would be could be in trouble if the employer decides
a different matter. In this case, unless to refuse the grievance. Arbitrators can be
there is lots of past practice in similar very funny about this issue. They don’t see
cases, time has worked against Hester Prim why the union can’t follow the deadlines
that exist in the contract.
and she doesn’t have a good grievance.

Most UE Stewards will come across
this situation in their careers as union
stewards or officers. The question is, should
stewards use last chance agreements and
how often should they be used.

Just Cause

Stewards should start by remembering that discipline and especially discharges
are only valid if there is “just cause.” Very
briefly, this means the employer must have
followed all the proper procedures, proved
that the employee violated a rule, given
punishment that is not greater than the
wrong-doing, and treated all workers the
same. The employer must have a valid reason for disciplining a worker and the punIf
this
is
an
important
grievance
that
ishment must be just and proper.
What about Louie Lang - three weeks
the
members
care
about,
then
Peter’s
best
have gone by since he was shorted in his
The fact is that sometimes the Steward
pay check. Does time work against him defense will be for the boss to know there
will
be
problems
with
the
members
if
the
runs
out of arguments and an employee
also?
employer decides to play “technical games” like John Barleycorn runs out of chances.
This situation is different for several with the union and refuse the grievance. Of It is a fact that alcoholism is a disease and
reasons. Louie was ready to file a griev- course the members better be ready to should be treated as a disease. It is considered as such under the Americans with
ance as soon as he knew the problem follow-up with some action.
Disabilities Act, but with the key point beexisted. Of course some smart-mouth boss
The
real
solution
to
this
problem
is
to
ing that a worker must admit they have a
might say that Louie should check his pay
not
miss
the
deadlines
for
filing
grievances.
problem and must be willing to seek help.
check immediately upon receiving it, which
If a worker refuses to seek help for alcoin most cases is true, BUT this shouldn’t be
holism then it is harder for them to claim
grounds for dismissing this grievance.
protection under the ADA. Most arbitraLouie is easily within the five day limit for
Last Chance
tors will agree that workers suffering from
filing a grievance once he became aware of
alcoholism deserve several chances to get
Agreements
the problem.
well, but at some point they will draw the
line and say enough is enough. In the case
The second reason Louie will win is
When Jack Bellemy, the first shift stew- of John Barleycorn, the steward may have
that this grievance involves regular pay
and there are different rules governing ard was called to the office he asked what no other choice but to make a “last chance
wages. Unless the employer has an argu- was going on. The Supervisor said, “all I agreement” and hope for the best.
ment that Louie didn’t work the overtime, can tell you is that John Barleycorn was
Tips on Last Chance
they must pay him for time worked. This is caught again being drunk at work.” Jack
Agreements
covered not only by the union contract but groaned to himself, “not again.” When he
got to the office, the Personal Manager was
by State laws.
firm, “John is fired. You know his record. • They should only be used in rare cases.
In one UE shop the union discovered He’s got the worst absentee record in the
that the employer had been miscalculating company, he’s been caught and sent home • Stewards should be wary of employers
vacation pay for new hires. This had been for being drunk on two other occasions in that want to make every case a “last chance
going on for a year before the union dis- the last year and he won’t go anywhere for agreement.” Remember that “just cause”
should prevail.
covered the problem. The employer could help. He’s fired.”
not claim that the time limits had passed
Jack used all the familiar arguments. • Termination under a “last chance”
because the union pursued the issue as
John was usually a good worker. He had agreement should be triggered by the emsoon as it became aware of the case.
20 years of service and was having prob- ployee engaging in similar behavior, not
Now comes the difficult case, Peter lems at home. He was too proud to go for for any infraction the employee commits.
Procrastinator forgetting to file a griev- help. After an hour of discussion the boss For example: John Barleycorn may be terance to the next step. This is a situation that gave his final offer. We’ll give John one last minated under his last chance agreement
is irritating to many Union Stewards. If the chance. He has to go for help, he’s sus- if he comes to work drunk again or continUnion fails to move a grievance to the next pended for a week and he must clean-up ues excessive absenteeism. He should not
step it is often considered dead, BUT if the his absentee record. Any screw-ups and be terminated for making a scrap part.
employer fails to answer a grievance within he’s fired and he has to agree that if he’s That should be handled in the regular
the time limits, it goes to the next step. This fired he can’t file any more grievances. grievance procedure.
This is it. His last chance.”
hardly seems fair.
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